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Added Layers

By HOWARD FINE Staff Reporter

While many companies have cut back on ben-
efits for their workers in recent years, one Malibu
firm is doing something very rare: offering an
employer match for college savings plans.

D&B Credibility Inc., which provides
credit monitoring services for businesses, this
month launched a program to match employee
contributions to college savings plans.

Setting up the program wasn’t easy. It took
months to find a firm willing to administer it,
among other hurdles.

But Chief Executive Jeffrey Stibel persisted,

By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

WHO would want the used cardboard boxes
that carried plastic bottles to spice compa-
ny McCormick & Co. Inc.? How about

the company that sent all the boxes in the first place?
That’s the latest idea from Marty Metro, founder

and chief executive of L.A. box broker Used
Cardboard Boxes Inc. And his idea boosted the
company to profitability this year for the first time.

UCB started out selling used boxes directly to
consumers who needed a few dozen at a time for

moving. But now it sells used boxes to retailers
and manufacturers who need them by the thou-
sands. The company has 30 employees, up from
six in 2007, and annual revenue approaching $10
million, up from about $1 million back then.

“Our average order was $100 for our first few
years,” Metro said. “Now it’s $10,000. When we do a
contract to buy boxes, it can be a $1 million contract.”

UCB has such a contract with McCormick,
based in Sparks, Md. When a supplier sends a box
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By ALFRED LEE Staff Reporter

When the Disney Wonder lifted anchor
from the Port of Los Angeles on Dec. 9, it
sailed away with nearly a third of the port’s
cruise ship traffic – and left behind further
doubts about Southern California’s already
struggling cruise line industry.

Disney Cruise Line, the port’s second-
largest cruise operator, is moving the
Wonder’s home port from Los Angeles to
Miami, making it the third major cruise ship to
leave Los Angeles in two years. Experts say
demand is dropping due to violence in Mexico
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Stacking Up: Marty Metro at a Used Cardboard Boxes distribution center in Baltimore.

By TOM DOTAN Staff Reporter

THERE was a big fuss made in April when
Facebook Inc. acquired camera app
maker Instagram for close to $1 billion.

But Eric Jackson of CapLinked Inc., an El
Segundo startup that provides an online platform
for companies to exchange financial documents,
saw a different, less publicized tech deal as a more
telling statement about the new app economy – and
his own company.

In June, Redmond, Wash., software giant Microsoft
Corp. purchased Yammer, a social network for busi-
nesses, for even more money: $1.2 billion.

Tech Firms Look to Link to Companies
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L.A.’s Korean and
Chinese banks are
big and well known.
But the county also
is home to many
small ethnic lenders
serving other minori-
ty communities. In
this special report,
the Business Journal

looks at several low-profile institutions,
including Bank of Whittier, where CEO
Yahia Abdul-Rahman, above, lends
according to Islamic law – which means
the bank charges no interest.
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To Jackson and CapLinked, which recent-
ly announced it raised $1.6 million in a sec-
ond round of venture capital fundraising, the
Yammer deal marked a point where the pen-
dulum in tech swung away from consumer-
focused companies and toward enterprise-ori-
ented firms like his. 

While Facebook, social game maker
Zynga Inc. and couponing service Groupon
Inc. have had public troubles and swooning
stock prices, tech companies that provide
services to businesses might be the surer bet.

“There’s a waning of enthusiasm for a lot
of the consumer-oriented companies right
now,” Jackson said. “Not to say those are bad
companies or they won’t figure out how to
turn it around, but the luster is off.”

The public face of the L.A. tech boom
might be the monthly subscription e-com-
merce services for consumers or the online
video creators with a direct line to
Hollywood. But the region has also created a
handful of enterprise software firms, led by
Cornerstone OnDemand Inc. in Santa
Monica, which makes server-based human
resources apps for businesses. 

The strong revenue that enterprise tech can
bring in by charging clients a regular fee to
access the service makes it an enticing choice
for venture capital. That’s especially the case
as the rush to create the next big consumer
app creates a glut of companies with same-
sounding ideas.

“There’s a lot of ‘me too’ in consumer
tech right now,” said Eric Manlunas, a manag-
ing partner at Santa Monica’s Siemer
Ventures LLC, which invested in
CapLinked. “Meanwhile, there’s a huge mar-
ket on the enterprise side that cannot be
ignored. It’s becoming hotter again.”

Software as service 
The process and inspiration for creating an

enterprise software company are much the
same as those for creating a consumer startup:
look at an inefficiency in the way things are
being done and find a way technology can
improve it. 

For CapLinked, that meant the ways com-
panies exchanged documents in major finan-
cial transactions. Jackson, who was formerly
the director of marketing at PayPal Inc.,

along with CapLinked co-founder and former
investment banker Chris Grey, thought the
loads of email exchanges with attached docu-
ments were messy and hard to track.

Their service is a cross between an online
storage space and a social network. During a
financial transaction, such as an investment
round or merger, a business can post a docu-
ment on a shared site for others to look at,
edit and repost changes. The site also lets a
company act as an administrator and make
certain relevant files visible to some users but
not others.

CapLinked makes money by charging
businesses for access to these secure storage
spaces; the rates vary by customer, though the
standard cost is $200 a month. While Jackson
declined to disclose revenue, he said the two-
year-old company isn’t yet turning a profit but
is likely to next year.

With the recent fundraising round,
CapLinked is focused on adding clients and
features to the site rather than becoming prof-
itable. That refrain of building customers
before making money is a common one for

both enterprise and consumer companies. 
“Of course we’re going to raise additional

capital and not hold back our growth by rely-
ing only on revenue,” Jackson said. “But
we’ve been able to raise slowly and responsi-
bly so we’re doing it in a gradual, incremental
way.”

But, unlike consumer tech, CapLinked has
the advantage of selling a product to a freer
spending customer. That $200 starting price
might sound steep for a consumer coming
from the land of ad-supported apps, but the
businesses that need the service are often
more than willing to shell out.

The rise of enterprise tech companies in
the past few years has come along with the
move toward server-based “cloud computing”
software. Rather than sending out physical
discs, enterprise tech firms sell access to
online applications that perform all the soft-
ware’s functions. 

Cornerstone has been a successful and
profitable company in selling this online-
based software to businesses. At 13-years-old,
Cornerstone is among the older local tech

firms, and has been a hit with investors since
going public last year.

The company’s chief executive, Adam
Miller, sees its success, along with all those
in enterprise tech, as the result of continued
growth from a reliable customer.

“Consumers can be fickle: One day they
like you the next they won’t,” Miller said.
“And consumer tech requires huge marketing
investments. The returns are high, but the
investment is high, too.”

Consumer trends
Miller concedes that much of the improve-

ments in enterprise applications that have
helped Cornerstone flourish have been
inspired largely by trends in consumer apps.
Companies now expect the same clear, user-
friendly design that’s standard in mobile apps
to be present in enterprise software. 

That certainly is the case with CapLinked,
which looked to popular consumer services
such as DropBox as the basis for its inspiration.

Despite the favored status that enterprise
tech companies might be enjoying currently,
enterprise tech is still not a guaranteed win-
ner. BetterWorks, a prominent L.A. compa-
ny that managed employee perks for busi-
nesses, shuttered in May. The fact that
BetterWorks was run by successful entrepre-
neur Paige Craig shows that any company no
matter who its customers are isn’t immune to
the volatile startup economy. One of the
obstacles for BetterWorks was the difficulty
in building a clientele of small to medium
businesses. Convincing the many corporate
layers at a single company to sign up for a
product is a lot more work and time consum-
ing than attracting a consumer.

“The sales cycle can be long and compli-
cated in enterprise software. Your team needs
to get people like the company’s chief infor-
mation officer to buy the product, and that
takes time,” Craig said. “There’s no I.T. guy
for consumer tech.”

As Jackson and the other local enterprise
tech firms enjoy their renewed interest among
investors, there’s a sense of getting some
credit that’s long overdue, even if what
they’re creating might not be as catchy as a
picture-taking app such as Instagram.

“What we and others are working on is sav-
ing millions of dollars in different businesses,”
Jackson said. “What we’re doing is also trans-
formative – just in a very different way.”
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said, who added that the recordings average
175,000 listeners per episode. The company
often sells ads that span many of its media
platforms. Levin said Nerdist is profitable, but
he wouldn’t cite specifics.

Recently, the popularity of the podcasts
led to TV. The namesake “Nerdist” podcast
was picked up as a TV show that airs as spe-
cials on BBC America. 

The company is now working on forthcom-
ing cable pilots that stray from the podcast
script. However, Levin said it is still a priority
to keep the Nerdist voice in each new medium.

For example, Nerdist’s pilot at National
Geographic Channel examines how today’s
technologies measure up to futurist projec-
tions from the past. Levin said the Comedy
Central pilot will likely include technology
and video game reviews with a humorous
touch. The pilots are being financed by
National Geographic and Comedy Central,
respectively.

“When you see our stuff, it’s like, ‘Yeah, I
expect that from those guys. That’s fun,’” he said.

Still, it’s no small challenge to take what

fans love from the Web and make it work on
TV, said Gary Binkow, a partner at produc-
tion and management company the Collective
in Beverly Hills, who has shepherded pro-
grams such as the cartoon “The Annoying

Orange” from YouTube to cable.
That program began airing on Cartoon

Network this year, although it took about two
years to get there. To protect the show’s origi-
nal voice through the development process,

Binkow noted the show’s producers self-
financed the pilot. The network recently
ordered more episodes, but not every cross-
medium product fares so well.

“Just because it works on YouTube doesn’t
mean it’s going to work on TV,” Binkow said.

Besides television, Levin said he also sees
opportunities in microbudget feature films. 

Nerdist is now functioning as Legendary’s
in-house digital division, so it can tap into the
film company’s financing expertise as well as
gain access to Legendary’s intellectual prop-
erty. Since forming in 2005, Legendary has
produced box office hits including “The
Hangover” and “Dark Knight” series.

But Levin noted that Nerdist has editorial
independence from its new parent. Through
its shows and podcasts, Nerdist only plans to
lend as much exposure to Legendary’s future
releases as it does for any other movies that
are of interest to its audience.

Legendary, which is supportive of
Nerdist’s business, plans to help the company
continue to grow.

“We think they have a great future,” said
Tim Connors, chief operating officer at
Legendary. “We’re going to support them in
all media.”

Entertainment: Media Firm Channels Nerd Culture

Online Connection: From left, Grey and Jackson at CapLinked in El Segundo.
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Desk Job: Chief Executive Peter Levin at Nerdist Industries’ Santa Monica office.
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